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Morphological metamorphosis in relapsing
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SUMMARY Blast cell morphology was assessed at diagnosis and subsequent bone marrow relapse in
33 unselected patients with lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL). Each marrow was classified 'blind'
according to the French-American-British (FAB) criteria, and it was found that 19 of 24 (79%)
patients initially typed as FAB L1 changed to FAB L2 during the course of their disease, but no
patient made the reverse morphological change (P < 0-001). Five patients retained FAB L, appear-
ances; these included three of the four who had T-cell markers. One patient typed as FAB L3 did
so consistently.

This study indicates that FAB L2 ALL frequently emerges as a treatment-resistant offshoot of
FAB L, and provides further evidence that this marks a more aggressive form of the disease.

Proposals for the morphological classification of the
acute leukaemias by an international co-operative
group in 19761 have been widely adopted, and on
this basis lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) has been
divided into three subgroups, FAB Li, FAB L2, and
FAB L3. The criteria for inclusion in these categories
are based on cell size, nuclear configuration,
prominence of nucleoli, and Romanowsky staining
characteristics.

Since the concept was introduced, it has become
apparent that typeFAB Li ALL carries a significantly
better prognosis than FAB L2,25 with the implica-
tion that FAB Li ALL is a relatively benign ALL
subtype. The study reported here was carried out to
discover if the morphology of ALL can change
sufficiently during the course of the disease to alter
the FAB classification, and whether, if so, such
change is common. It was thought that this might
indicate if ALL cell morphology can consistently
identify different leukaemias or whether it is modified
by time and treatment.

Patients and methods

The patients studied were unselected cases of ALL
seen over a six-year period who achieved complete
remission and subsequently sustained a bone
marrow relapse of their disease where this was
demonstrated by over 20% lymphoblasts in a
marrow aspirate. The original diagnosis was based
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on conventional clinical, morphological, and cyto-
chemical criteria with the addition, latterly, of
membrane marker studies. All patients were treated
according to the relevant Medical Research Council
therapeutic trial of their time. Nine otherwise
eligible patients were excluded from the study due to
lack of adequate marrow slides for examination.

Diagnostic marrow slides, together with one from
the first marrow relapse of each patient and one
from the second relapse where this was available,
were all stained by May Grunwald Giemsa and
shuffled and coded to mask the identity of the
patients and the stage of disease. All slides were then
FAB typed by one observer (JSL), whereupon they
were reshuffled and recoded, and the exercise was
repeated. When it was discovered that different FAB
types had been ascribed to the same slide on the two
occasions, the relevant slides were coded yet again
and typed 'blind' for a third time, the final FAB
type assigned being the best of three. The criteria
of the FAB group were adhered to as strictly as
possible during the whole exercise, and the signifi-
cance of the incidence of change in those typed
as FAB Li and FAB L2 at diagnosis was assessed
using the Chi-squared test.

Results

During the study period 33 patients with ALL
sustained at least one unequivocal bone marrow
relapse and had adequate diagnostic and first
relapse material for examination. Slides were also
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available from the second marrow relapse of five of
11 of the 33 who achieved a second remission.
Seventy-one slides were thus examined twice, and on

decoding it was seen that the same FAB type had
been given on both occasions to 62 (87%). Nine
(13%) were therefore recoded and retyped.
The patients represented a heterogeneous group,

with ages ranging from 2 to 44 years and 11 being
over 14. Sixteen were male and 12 presented with
leucocyte counts over 20-0 x 109/l. Their details,
together with the results of the FAB typing at
diagnosis and relapse, are shown in the Table, from
which it will be seen that 24 (73%) were typed as FAB
Li at diagnosis, eight (24%) as FAB L2, and one

(3%) as FAB L3. At first relapse nine (27%) were

typed as FAB Li, 23 (70%) as FAB L2, and one

(3%) as FAB L3. Fifteen (63 %) of the 24 typed as
Li at diagnosis were typed as FAB L2 at first
relapse; the one typed as L3 was consistent. No
patients changed from FAB L2 to FAB Li. Of the
five with second relapse marrows examined, four
were FAB Li at first relapse, and one FAB L2. At
second relapse all were typed as FAB L2. Of these
four, three had sustained their first relapse off all
chemotherapy whereas their second had been on

treatment. Overall, therefore, 19 (79%) patients
initially typed as FAB Li showed a change to FAB L2
at some stage of their disease, but none the other way
round. This difference is significant at the level of
P < 0-001.
Only five (21 %) of the FAB Li group retained

their morphology at the onset of their ultimate
relapse, of whom three had T-cell markers. This
small group showed no better prognosis than the
remainder, despite similar treatment.

Discussion

These results clearly indicate that blast cell mor-

phology frequently changes during the evolution of
refractory ALL. They also show that such change is
consistent from a smaller more lymphoid cell to a

larger less well differentiated one, and it therefore
appears that the FAB classification ofALL1 does not
identify a specific subvariety of disease in categories
Li and L2 even if it does (which it may well) in L3.

There is little doubt that FAB L2 ALL has a
worse outlook when this type is evident at diag-
nosis,2-5 and there is also a correlation between the
proportion of cells in the 'S' phase of the cell cycle

FAB types ofALL at diagnosis and relapse

Patient Sex Age at diagnosis WBC at diagnosis FAB type at On first marrow On second marrow
(X 109/t) diagnosis relapse relapse

BH M 31 7l0 L, Lit L,
EB M 16 200-0 L, Lit L,
CW F 34 3-3 L, L[ L[.
AM F 16 102 0 L3 L3
RH M 44 98-0 L[L.
PU F 34 89 0 L, L,
JB* M 17 31.0 L[L.
AV M 40 98 0 L, L,
LR F 15 10 0 L[ L,
CC F 36 1-6 L, L,
BW M 24 107-0 L, L.
SH F 6 50 L[ L2
RW M 11 9.8 L[ L,
KP F 3 19.0 L, L[
JM M 8 36-0 L[L,
RC M 12 105-0 L[ L,
DM M 4 12.9 L[ L,
PD M 2 6-9 L[L, L[
JD F 9 4.0 L2L[
RS* F 2 142.0 L, L
TB F 11 3-8 L[ L,
PU* F 5 288-0 L[ L
SB* M 9 19*0 L[ L,
DS M 4 7-8 L[ Ltt L,
JW F 9 16-0 L, L,
YW F 14 105*0 L, L[
SW M 2 6.2 L, L2
KH M 4 6-2 L, L2t
HP F 14 5-0 L[ L[
AP F 13 9 0 L[ L2
JN M 3 11-5 L[ L[
VE F 2 19.0 L[ L[
CF F 3 10.0 L[ L[.

*T-cell ALL.
tist. relapse off treatment.
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and FAB L2 morphology,6 suggesting that this
morphology may be related to the size of the growth
fraction of a particular disease. It would appear from
our findings that FAB L2 disease can also evolve as
an expanding treatment-resistant sub-clone of an
initially more differentiated and treatment-responsive
tumour, and it is interesting that three out of four
FAB Ll patients in our group who relapsed off
treatment maintained this appearance but changed to
FAB L2 when the disease subsequently re-emerged
while they were on cytotoxic drugs. This would
imply that acquired resistance to chemotherapy may
be the stimulus to morphological metamorphosis.

Despite the implicit heterogeneity ofALL, we feel
that it is now clear that morphology cannot aid
subclassification because, like the periodic acid-
Schiff reaction,7 it can change as the disease pro-
gresses. What FAB L2 appearances do apparently
signify is the presence of a treatment-resistant form
of the disease, either where this is found at diagnosis
or when it appears for the first time after unsuccess-
ful ablative therapy.

This work was supported by the Leukaemia Research
Fund and the Parents' Association of Children with
Tumours.
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